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1  Introduction 

• This feedback report is aimed at parents and also professionals. 

• Its aim is to give an overview of the early stages of Sure Start Wear 

Valley, before the Sure Start staff team were employed and began their 

work. 

• We have presented the views of staff and parents on various issues, 

without judging them. An important part of our job is to sum up what 

people are saying and doing and feed this back so that staff and parents 

involved can reflect on this.  

• The areas we have looked at are:  

o Ideas about the aims of Sure Start in Wear Valley;  

o Early strengths of the programme;  

o Early challenges;  

o Challenges for the future. 

• We have also made some comments about how Sure Start Wear Valley is 

working within Sure Start principles. 

• The report is not intended to be a complete account. A summary of each 

key area is given, so that important issues are clear and readable. 

• We have asked some questions which may help people to think more 

clearly or in different ways about what’s happening. 
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2  Summary  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Both staff and parents have devoted much time and energy to getting Sure 

Start Wear Valley off the ground. There has been a great sense of 

commitment, pressure, hard work, optimism, as well as frustration, at times, 

for those involved. 

 

 

 

 

 

“ I was a shy, inner kind of person and now I can approach people like 
doctors, health visitors and officials. I didn’t used to have 
confidence with people before, now I can ask for what I want and 
need” (Parent). 
 
“To become independent, you need empowered people in empowered 

communities” (Professional). 

 
“Sure Start is giving us a say in the running of the estates”  (Parent).  
 
“I think Sure Start needs to contribute to the jigsaw, not create 
another one, somewhere else” (Professional). 
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The Aims of Sure Start Wear Valley (ref p.11) 

Staff think that key aims for Sure Start Wear Valley are: 

• To use a community development approach which builds on the strengths 

of the local community;  

• To promote best practice approaches to working with families which will 

involve reshaping existing services; 

• To empower parents and communities; 

• To prevent problems from arising in families by providing family support 

services. 

Parents think that key aims for Sure Start Wear Valley are: 

• To give parents a say in local services for families; 

• To provide local services for families. 

 

Strengths of the Programme (ref p.16) 

• Staff saw the key strengths of Sure Start Wear Valley, in the setting up 

period as: 

• The high quality of parental involvement;  

• Training for parents. 

• Parents who talked to us were extremely enthusiastic about: 
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• The different ways in which they had been involved  with Sure Start;  
• The training they had received. 
 

 

Challenges in the Setting up Stage (ref p.17) 

Staff identified a number of challenges in the early stages of the 

programme: 

• Overcoming the initial confusion and distrust of both parents and 

professionals around Sure Start; 

• Involving parents fully in the early Sure Start meetings; 

• Getting agencies working together on the partnership; 

• The pressure of time;  

• Accommodation and equipment problems; 

• Getting other services working with Sure Start in a committed way; 

• Employing staff: Who would employ them? What would their terms and 

conditions be? Difficulties in recruitment; 

• Setting up a Sure Start database. 

• Parents saw the main challenge in the setting up phases as: 

• The time delay in getting the programme off the ground. 
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Challenges for the Future (ref p.23) 

Staff identified the following challenges for programme in the future: 

• Changing the ways in which existing services will work with families; 

• Keeping Sure Start going after funding runs out; 

• Involving Parents fully, both now and in the future; 

• Keeping children at the centre of Sure Start; 

• Getting Sure Start Centres set up; 

• Keeping Sure Start flexible so that the programme can respond to the 

changing needs of families over time;  

• Reaching Sure Start targets. 

• Parents were very optimistic about the future of Sure Start in Wear 

Valley and looked forward to the programme “really getting going” after 

the initial delays in the setting up period. 
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3  What’s the Feedback About? 

This report is based around what parents and staff thought and felt about a 

number of important questions relating to the early days of Sure Start 

Wear Valley. As the programme progresses, we will look at what children 

think about relevant issues. 

It’s very important to have a record of what happened in the early days of 

the programme so that people involved can look back and see how and why 

the programme has developed in the way that it has.  
 

Key questions for this first evaluation report were: 

 

 

 

• What is Sure Start about for people in Wear Valley and what do they 

hope the programme will achieve? 

• What were the early challenges for the programme? 

• What has gone well so far? 

• What challenges does the programme face now? 

• How are those involved in the programme learning from what has 

happened so far? 
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The feedback report will also look at how the programme is starting to work 

within the Sure Start principles.   

 

We hope that the report will help those involved in Sure Start Wear Valley 

to think more clearly about what has been happening in the early stages and 

where the programme needs to go in the future. 

Sharing Views on the Feedback 

This first evaluation feedback is a very important stage in the collaboration 

between the Wear Valley programme and the evaluation team. Since 

collaboration is a two way process, we are keen to get as many responses to 

this report as possible from those involved. This will help us to target our 

evaluation more effectively in the future. Some ways of giving us your views 

about the report are given listed at the end (See page 31). 

 

 

4  What is the Feedback Based On? 

The feedback is based on information from a number of different places: 
 

• Informal meetings with the Programme Manager (x3) 

• Interviews (x4) 

• Management Committee meetings (x3) 

• Partnership meetings (x1) 

• Parents’ meetings (one father attended) (x2)  
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• County Sure Start meetings (x2) 

• Programme Managers’ meetings (x5) 

A range of documents from Sure Start Wear Valley: the delivery plan; 

parent newsletters; training schedules for staff; on-going information about 

targets and general programme progress. 

 

5  The Aims of Sure Start Wear Valley 

5.1  Background   

A large programme like Sure Start is bound to be about different things for 

different people. The Government has set out its aims for the programme 

nationally. These relate to improvements in the health and well-being of 

families and children to age four, so children are ready to flourish when they 

go to school.  
 

Although there are guidelines for what each Sure Start programme should 

aim to do, the government does not expect all programmes to reach the goals 

in the same way because each has to respond to what’s happening in its own 

local area. Therefore, each Sure Start programme will have slightly 

different aims and will work in different ways to achieve them.  
 

Within each Sure Start, staff, parents and children will have their own way 

of looking at things because they are looking at Sure Start from different 

points of view. The government hopes that this range of views will be a 

major strength of the scheme. 
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It’s very important that all of these views are known at the start, so that 

they can be taken account of. People’s views may change as time goes on and 

the programme moves forward. We will be able to look at these changes in 

later feedback reports. 

 

From the information that we have collected, we have gained ideas about 

what people in the Wear Valley programme think Sure Start is about for 

them.  

5.2  What Staff Think 

Staff talked about their views of Sure Start in interviews and meetings. 

Sometimes, individuals emphasised slightly different ideas. This is not 

surprising, since professionals come from a variety of backgrounds and have 

different work experiences. Here are some of the main points they told us 

about. 

A Community Development Approach 

• Staff consulted felt strongly that Sure Start Wear Valley should take a 

community development approach, that is it should build on the strengths 

of the neighbourhood, helping people to shape the future of their own 

area. 

• Within this, staff hope that parents will become an “empowered group”, 

able to make decisions about issues which affect them and their families. 
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Supporting Families 

• Staff see Sure Start Wear Valley as a powerful way of supporting 

families.  

Supporting Existing Services 

• Staff see Sure Start in Wear Valley as supporting existing services and 

complementing what they do, not creating a separate set of services. 

Sure Start as a “change agent”: Reshaping Mainstream Services 

• Staff feel that Sure Start must change mainstream services so that 

they give a better service to families with young children in the future. 

Working to Prevent Problems 

• Professionals see Sure Start as a way of preventing problems from 

developing, by helping families with young children, early on. 

Spreading Good Practice 

• There is a strong view that Sure Start should be supporting a move from 

“good practice to best practice” in working with families. 

5.3  What Parents think 

The views of a small number of parents, (one father and the rest mothers) 

were collected. 

Support for Parents and Children  

• Parents consulted were very enthusiastic about what Sure Start will   

offer parents and children in Wear Valley. 
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• They said that before Sure Start, there had been very little for children 

under four, in the area. 

• Parents talked at length about what they had already gained from being 

involved with Sure Start Wear Valley. (See below: Strengths of the 

Programme)  

Improving Quality of Life for Families 

• Parents see Sure Start as helping improve life on the estates in the 

Wear Valley district. 

 

 

5.4  Talking Points  

As expected, there were some differences in what different groups think 

Sure Start is about. 

• Staff and parents emphasised different aims for Sure Start Wear Valley 

in some areas. Staff saw community development, partnership with 

parents, family support and making existing services better, as key aims.  

• Parents, on the other hand were understandably more concerned with the 

new services Sure Start can provide in the immediate future. 

 

Below, we suggest some questions for people involved in the programme 

which are suggested by the differing views. 
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Sure Start as a Community Development Project 

• What do parents understand by the term “community development 

programme” as it applies to Sure Start?  

• What implications does it have for them?  

• What are parents’ views about their ability and wishes to influence Sure 

Start, as staff and government aims suggest they should be doing? 

• How can the programme find this out? 

Reshaping services 

• How much do parents know about staff aims for reshaping services? 

• Is there a role for parents in this area? 

• Could parents become involved in this, at some stage? 

• What might be the advantages of their involvement? 

 

 

6  Early Strengths of Sure Start Wear Valley 

Staff and parents feel that much has already been achieved in the early 

stages of the Wear Valley programme.  
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6.1  What Staff Think 

Parental Involvement 

• Staff feel very strongly that parental involvement and the development 

of an extensive training programme for parents has been a great 

strength of the Wear Valley programme.   

• The Sure Start Unit has commented on the high quality of Wear Valley’s 

approach to community engagement. 

• Staff said that the residential course for staff, parents and children in 

April 2001 was particularly successful. 

Father’s Support Service 

• There is much satisfaction with the development of a Dad’s Support 

Worker post, which is shared with Sure Start Ferry hill/Chilton. 

Early Service Delivery 

• Staff have been delighted by the early development and completion of 

the new playground at Woodhouse Close. 

• The reorganised milk delivery system has also been successful.  

6.2  What Parents Think 

• Parents whom we spoke to were extremely enthusiastic about Sure Start 

Wear Valley. 

• They are delighted with the way in which they have been involved in the 

programme.  

• Involvement in Sure Start Wear Valley has given them: 

• An important purpose; 
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• Confidence; 

• Self esteem;  

• Knowledge about what was happening in the area for children;  

• A ‘say’ in what’s happening locally; 

• The chance to learn new skills; 

• A much improved social life.  

• Parents are extremely pleased with the training they have received and in 

particular, training for interviewing. 

 

 

7  Challenges: The Setting up Phase 

Setting up any new scheme is often a difficult and time consuming  

task and this was certainly the case with Sure Start Wear Valley. It’s not 

surprising, given the scale and newness of the scheme, that there have been 

a number of problems and frustrations involved in the setting up period. 

Some of these difficulties have been worked through, while others will take 

longer to overcome. 

7.1  What Staff Think 

Confusion and Distrust  

• Key staff suggested that it took time for both parents and professionals 

to understand fully what Sure Start was about.  
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• Early on, parents wondered if it was just another Government scheme 

which would come and go, like others.  

• Professionals in mainstream agencies were concerned about how Sure 

Start might affect their current job. They wondered what the new Sure 

Start workers would be doing and how this would fit in with their own 

work. 

Involving Parents 

• Some key personnel talked about the difficulties involved in including 

parents properly in the early Sure Start meetings.  

• For example, sometimes professionals found it hard to avoid using 

“jargon” which parents could not understand.  

• Staff felt that sometimes the timing and location of meetings, as well as 

the availability of childcare, prevented parents from attending early 

meetings. 

Lack of Payment for Parents 

• Some staff felt strongly that parents should have been paid in some way 

for the huge amounts of time and effort they had put into the 

programme. 

Agencies Working Together 

• Understandably, it was felt that there were some initial difficulties when 

agencies first had to work together within the Sure Start partnership. 

• Staff came from agencies which worked in different ways and had 

different priorities. It took time for them to learn how to work together 

more effectively. 
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Time and Space Problems 

• Staff reported that there was a very heavy workload for a small 

programme team in the early days of Sure Start Wear Valley. 

• Working conditions were difficult. There was not enough space to work 

and not enough access to computers. The setting up of a computer system 

took a long time and the delay caused many problems. 

• Except for the Programme Manager and the administration person, other 

staff had to work on Sure Start, as well as their existing job. 

Getting Other Services Involved 

• There were initial problems in getting some services involved in Sure 

Start, such as Social Services and the local Primary Care Group, for 

example.  

Staff suggested a number of possible reasons for this: 

• There may have been a lack of understanding and information about the 

importance of Sure Start. One professional put it that there is “a notion 

that life will go on just as normal but there will be Sure Start”. 

• The staffing shortage in Social Services, perhaps, has meant that there 

have not been enough people to send to Sure Start meetings. 

• There was not enough time to spend talking with other services about 

Sure Start, in the early stages. 

• The limited number of places for agency staff on the partnership may 

have had an effect on service involvement. 
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Capital Development  

Lengthy delays in the development of Sure Start buildings have caused 

extreme frustration for staff and parents within the Wear Valley 

programme. A number of circumstances caused the delays: 

• The capital development programme was initially to be developed with the 

District Council but for several reasons, the Council withdrew from the 

arrangement, at a late stage; 

• It was then necessary for the programme to approach the County Council 

to take on the responsibility of working with Sure Start Wear Valley to 

develop Sure Start buildings; 

• Staff felt that whilst the programme itself was subject to very tight 

deadlines, Sure Start was not necessarily top of the Council’s agenda and, 

therefore, there were further delays. 

• Delays in the setting up of a computer system during this very difficult 

period made the situation worse because communication through e-mail 

with the then Department For Education and Employment was impossible. 

Employing Staff 

• There were several problems to do with which employing staff: Which 

service would employ Sure Start staff; a lack of relevant skills in the 

area; other local Sure Start programmes needing the same kind of staff 

at the same time and Sure Start jobs were temporary which  may have 

discouraged some people from applying.  
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Setting up a Database 

• This issue caused significant difficulties in the early days of the 

programme. 

• Problems relating to data protection issues were especially problematic. 

The initial challenge was how to gather the necessary details on local 

Sure Start families for a Sure Start database. 

• Another problem was setting up a database which would meet the 

monitoring needs of the programme. 

7.2  What Parents Think 

• Parents were extremely positive about their Sure Start experiences and 

felt that they had experienced few difficulties or frustrations during 

the setting up phase. 

Time Delay 

• Parents did highlight their initial frustration at the length of time it took 

for things to start happening in the programme. 

• Some parents had not realised how much time and effort was involved in 

organising events such as fun days. 

• Having said this, they now appreciate that things happen slowly and that 

there are many steps involved in setting up a Sure Start centre, for 

example. 
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8  Learning Through the Setting Up Phase 

It is clear that much learning and development has already taken place in 

Sure Start Wear Valley, as a result of working through some of the issues 

described above. Some important areas of learning are listed below:  

Working in Partnership with Parents  

There is a feeling that much progress has been made in this area. 

• Staff believe that meetings now include parents more fully. 

• Parents feel able to say more in meetings than at the beginning. One 

parent put it:  

• “I’ve never done meetings before but it’s not as frightening as you think – 

the council and the others are not faceless anymore, they are people like 

ourselves and we can talk to them”. 

Agencies Working Together on the Partnership 

• There has been progress in this area, although there is still work to be 

done. 

Setting up a Database 

• Sure Start Wear Valley worked in close collaboration with other Sure 

Start programmes in the area to set up a Sure Start database. 

• Data protection issues are being successfully worked through with 

support from Durham County Council.  
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Parents Learning 

• A number of parents have learnt a great deal during the setting up phase 

of Sure Start Wear Valley, including: How schemes are set up; how 

events such as fun days are organized; how meetings are run and 

decisions are made and how interviews are held. 

 

9  Challenges for the Future 

Both staff and parents involved in Sure Start Wear Valley feel that there 

are still many challenges ahead for the programme. Understandably, there 

are some differences in what staff and parents see as the main issues for 

the future. 

9.1  What Staff Think 

Getting Sure Start into the Mainstream 

• Staff see the biggest challenge facing Sure Start as the need to ensure 

that it works closely with mainstream agencies (Social Services, Health 

services and Education). 

• They feel strongly that Sure Start must enable mainstream services to 

work in more effective ways with families in the future. 

• Staff believe that to achieve changes in the ways that mainstream 

agencies work there has to be a “top down and bottom up” approach. That 
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is, senior managers have to take Sure Start on board, as well as 

professionals who are doing the day-to-day work with families. 

• Staff involved in Sure Start are aware that professionals in mainstream 

agencies have their own challenges to deal with which may affect how 

much time and energy they can devote to Sure Start. For example, in 

2002, senior managers in the health service will be very involved in the 

change from Primary Care Groups to Primary Care Trusts.  

• Another important issue which was raised, was the importance of budgets 

in the future – that is who will pay for what when Sure Start funding runs 

out. 

Keeping Sure Start Going 

• Staff are very concerned about how Sure Start ways of working will 

continue after the funding for the programme has run out. 

• One professional said that Sure Start could be “rolled out, like simply 

another large government programme, with a start and finish” and this 

must be avoided at all costs. 

• Another member of staff was concerned about how families would 

continue to afford childcare later on, after Sure Start funding has run 

out.  

Involving Parents: Now and in the Future 

• Staff think that it is important to continue to offer the right training to 

parents already involved in the programme. 

• They say that it is vital to enable parents to become involved in decision-

making, at all levels. 
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• One professional highlighted the need to develop the Wear Valley Sure 

Start partnership in ways that are right for parents, rather than right 

for professionals. 

• They believe that it will be vital to find a variety of ways of involving new 

parents in Sure Start, as this is the only way that the programme can 

keep growing in the future. 

• Sure Start in Wear Valley must work in ways that does not make people 

feel singled out or different. 

Children at the Centre 

• There is a strong feeling that children need to be at the centre of the 

Sure Start agenda at all times. 

• This will start to happen more obviously as Sure Start services begin to 

be delivered. 

A Flexible Sure Start  

• Sure Start needs to be able to change, as the needs of families change, 

as time goes on. 

Getting Sure Start Centres Set Up 

• Staff talked about the great challenge involved in getting Sure Start 

centres up and running.  

• The process of finding sites, getting plans drawn up, getting planning 

permission and then getting the work done, is very time consuming and 

complicated. 
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Reaching Sure Start Targets 

• Achieving Sure Start targets is seen as a major challenge for the 

programme in the longer term. 

9.2  What do Parents Think 

• Parents were very optimistic about the future of Sure Start in Wear 

Valley.  

10  Working Within Sure Start Principles 

The Government expects every Sure Start programme to work from a 

shared set of key principles. Sure Start services must: 

• Co-ordinate, streamline and add value to existing services in the Sure 

Start area; 

• Involve parents, grandparents and other carers in ways that build on 

their existing strengths; 

• Avoid stigma by ensuring that all local families are able to use Sure Start 

services; 

• Ensure lasting support by linking Sure Start to services for older 

children; 

• Be culturally appropriate and sensitive to particular needs; 

• Promote the participation of all local families in the design and working of 

the programme. 

It is too soon in the programme to comment in any depth on how Sure Start 

Wear Valley is working towards these principles but some early comments 

can be made in three areas: 
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10.1  Co-ordinate,streamline and add value to existing 

services 

• There is great awareness within the Wear Valley programme about the 

need to work closely with mainstream agencies, as discussed earlier. 

Some of the important ways in which the programme is starting to work 

with other agencies are listed below: 

• A strategic planning group has been set up to explore the ways in which 

Sure Start will work with Health services; 

• The programme is working towards establishing ways of working with 

other services on a day-to-day basis; 

• Wear Valley is working in close collaboration with other programmes on a 

general strategy for ensuring that Sure Start works closely with 

mainstream agencies across County Durham; 

• A manager from Social Services is working with the programme, on a 

regular and in-depth basis. 

• Sure Start Family Support Workers are working closely with staff from 

mainstream agencies through a programme of placements in a number of 

different agency settings, such as Social Services nurseries and hospital 

schools. 
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10.2  Involve parents, grandparents and other carers in ways 

that build on their existing strengths 

Involvement of parents to the extent envisaged by Sure Start takes time to 

develop. Sure Start Wear Valley has made a very good start. Parents in the 

programme have taken part in Sure Start in a number of ways, so far. Many 

have attended fun days and some have attended family learning groups.  

 

Several parents have been much more closely involved in the programme, 

participating in a wide range of activities over a long period of time. This 

group consists mostly of mothers, with one father having had in-depth 

involvement. These parents have participated in a wide range of activities: 

• Attending meetings, such as family meetings; Management Committee, 

capital development, partnership and regional network meetings; taking 

minutes at parent meetings; 

• Training in various areas, including: crèche work; childcare; interviewing; 

fundraising course; top tots and a residential course where information 

technology and craft options were on offer; 

• Shortlisting and Interviewing all Sure Start staff; 

• The organisation and running of trips and fun days; 

• The design and development of the playground facility at Woodhouse 

Close. 
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10.3  Ensure lasting support by linking Sure Start to services 

for older children 

Sure Start Wear Valley is trying to link its work with services for older 

children in a number of ways, including the following: 

• The programme’s temporary offices were set up in St. Helen’s Community 

School and there are plans to establish a Sure Start nursery there, to 

promote continuity between preschool and reception class. 

• The design of the Sure Start playground at Woodhouse Close was 

designed with younger and older children in mind. Talking about this 

family approach to the design of the playground, one professional said 

“we need to encourage an ethos that says families need to be together”. 

 

 

 

11  Learning from the Sure Start Experience 

Sure Start Wear Valley is already developing its own structure and identity. 

We must continue to collect views and information about this and feed it 

back to the programme in the coming months and years. 

 

We hope that this feedback report will help Sure Start staff and parents to 

reflect on important issues in the setting up phase of the programme. The 

evaluation will continue to support programme learning through future 

feedback and discussion.  
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12  How the Programme is Monitoring its 

Progress 

• The Wear Valley programme has helped to fund the development of a 

Sure Start database with other County Durham Sure Start programmes. 

• The database is to be installed shortly. It is hoped that a training course 

will be available to teach staff how to use it effectively. 

• This database will produce all the necessary information for Sure Start 

Unit monitoring forms.  

 

13  Responding to the Feedback Report 

Possible Areas for Comment 

It is vital that we get as many responses as possible to this first feedback 

report because this will help us to target our evaluation more effectively in 

the future. Possible questions to help you to think about your views are: 

• Does the feedback accurately sum up what the setting up period was like 

for Sure Start Wear Valley? If not, why not and what is missing? 

• Is the feedback easy to understand and clear to read? If not, how could 

it have been clearer? 

• What was the most useful section of the feedback? Why? 
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Ways of Responding to the Evaluation Feedback 

There are a number of ways in which you can tell us what you think about 

this feedback by: 

• Giving your views at the usual programme meetings, that is at the action 

group, community group or partnership meeting. 

• Contacting the evaluation team directly, by writing to Carol Potter at The 

Centre for Applied Social Studies, 15 Old Elvet, The University of 

Durham, Durham DH1 3HL. If you would rather speak to Carol, you can 

ring on 0191 374 4752.   

• We look forward to hearing from you. 

14  Moving On 

• The next evaluation feedback report will move on to explore issues to do 

with what Sure Start Wear Valley is doing in the local community and how 

well it is doing it.  

• Future reports will look at areas which parents and professionals decide 

they want us to look at in more depth. We will be helping them to choose 

these areas soon.  

• We will continue to report back on how the programme is working within 

the Sure Start principles, as well.  

• We look forward to continuing our work with Sure Start Wear Valley in  

the future. 
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Appendix: Feedback on the “The Setting up 

Stage” Report 
The report was delivered to the staff and parents at Wear Valley in September 

2001. However, due to pressure of business, it was not fully discussed at the 

Management Committee until January 2002.  The feedback outlined below was 

gained from: 

o One meeting with two key members of staff at the Sure Start Wear Valley; 

o Discussion at a Management Committee meeting; 

o Feedback during a Family Meeting. 

WHAT STAFF THOUGHT 

o Staff thought that the language and format of the report made it easy to 

read and understand. 

o They thought that it was an accurate reflection of what happened during the 

setting up phase, it was a “really fair assessment”. 

o In ‘The Aims of Sure Start Wear Valley’ section, some staff expressed 

surprise that both parents and staff had not mentioned that the central 

programme aim was to enable children under 4 to benefit from improved 

services.  There was extended discussion about this. Some staff thought 

that this aim was so obvious that it had not been mentioned. Others felt 

that while this may be true, they would still like to see the aim referred to 

explicitly in the report. It was agreed that an amendment to the aims 

section be made in the appendix to include the goal that “Sure Start Wear 

Valley aims is to support the development of children and families”.  

o It was felt that ‘The Challenges for the Future’ section was very accurate. 
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WHAT PARENTS THOUGHT 

o One of the parent representatives reported that the report was easy 

to read with “no jargon” and got the details of what happened during 

the setting up phase “down to a T”. 

o She was not surprised by any of the issues raised in the report, as she felt 

that the parent representatives were all very well informed by staff about 

things that happen in the programme. 

Implications of the Report for the Programme 

o The report reminded staff that children needed to be kept in the centre of 

the programme.  In the future, the programme aims to gain feedback about 

their services from children, as well as from parents, staff and other 

agencies.   

o The programme felt that they “needed to use the evaluation as a way to 

improve our services”. Therefore, it was agreed that those involved needed 

to go through each evaluation report thoroughly in the future and consider 

its implications for the programme. 
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